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Homeland The Legend Of Drizzt Book I
The first in a series of premiere hardcover editions of Salvatore's classic dark elf tales.
This stunning new release of the classic R.A. Salvatore novel recounts the origins of
Salvatore's signature dark elf character Drizzt Do'Urden and is the first-ever release of
this Forgotten Realms novel title in hardcover. This title kicks off The Legend of Drizzt
series, which will showcase the classic dark elf novels in new, deluxe hardcover editions.
Each title features annotations by the author, all-new cover art, and forewords written by
those who have become familiar with Salvatore and Drizzt over the years.
HomelandThe Legend of DrizztWizards of the Coast
The extraordinary beginning of an epic series brimming with the unbridled action,
adventure, and imagination that have made the name R. A. Salvatore synonymous with
the best in fantasy! Jeff "Del" DelGuidice was proud of his assignment to the research
submarine The Unicorn. But his mission had barely begun when the vessel was sucked
into a mysterious underseas void where time stood still, before propelling it forward,
through the centuries. The crew surfaced in a strange, magical world changed forever by
nuclear holocaust. Here a race of angelic beings had taken pity on the remnants of
humankind, offering a chosen few a precious second chance. Thus the Isle of Hope was
raised from the poisoned seas and set like a jewel in Earth's ravaged crown. But the jewel
had a flaw, a dark vein of evil. For a sinister expert of the mystical arts had embraced the
forbidden third magic, the most deadly sorcery of all. Only Del could defeat it--a hero
sworn to peace and fated to wield the dazzling power of the fourth magic. . .
Dark elf Drizzt D'Urden and his companions, Bruenor, Wulfgar, and Regis, dwarven
warriors each with their own special tribulation, fight to preserve their ancestral home,
Mithril Hall, in a hardcover edition of the classic dark elf tale. Originally in paperback.
75,000 first printing.
The Crystal Shard
The Legend of Drizzt 25th Anniversary Edition, Book I
In Sylvan Shadows
Siege of Darkness
Lone drow Drizzt Do'Urden emerges from the Underdark into the blinding light of day in this
epic final chapter in the Dark Elf Trilogy After years spent in the ruthless confines of the
Underdark, Drizzt Do’Urden has emerged from the subterranean society of his youth to start a
new life. Accompanied by his loyal panther, Drizzt begins exploring the surface of Faerûn, a
world unlike any he has ever known. From skunks to humanoids to shapeshifters, Faerûn is full
of unfamiliar races and fresh dangers, which Drizzt must better understand if he is to survive.
But while Drizzt acts with the best intentions, many of the surface dwellers regard him with fear
and distrust. Can he manage to find faithful allies in this foreign land—or is he doomed to be a
lonely outsider, just as he was in the Underdark? Sojourn is the third book in the Dark Elf
Trilogy and the Legend of Drizzt series.
Return to the City of Spiders! Still reeling from the death of Wulfgar, Drizzt is allowed little time
to grieve, for dark elves are massing in the caverns deep under Mithral Hall. To protect his
adopted home, he'll have to return to the city of his birth, the evil City of Spiders.
Menzoberranzan is one of the most dangerous places in the already perilous Underdark on a
good day, but for Drizzt, a renegade with a price on his head, its certain death ever to set foot
there again. But Drizzt Do'Urden and his companions have faced certain death before, and will
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gladly spend their lives for the sake of the dwarves of Mithral Hall.
Contains four fantasy adventures with Drizzt Do'Urden and his allies who fight the Spider
Queen Lolth and her followers in their defense against darkness.
Drizzt Do’Urden and Wulfgar embark on a perilous mission to rescue their halfling friend in this
action-packed finale of the Icewind Dale Trilogy Artemis Entreri has taken Regis back to his
former master, Pasha Pook—but Drizzt Do’Urden and Wulfgar are fast on the assassin’s
heels. Armed with the scimitar Twinkle, Drizzt defeats a banshee and acquires an enchanted
artifact that masks its wearer’s true identity. With Drizzt now disguised as a normal elf, the duo
continues their journey, traveling from Waterdeep to Baldur’s Gate, and beyond, in search of
their friend. Meanwhile, Entreri is always one step ahead, aided by the magical gem Regis
once stole from Pasha Pook. Together, Regis’ captors thwart Drizzt and Wulfgar’s mission at
every turn, cornering them into battles with pirates, treks through the Calimshan deserts, and
encounters with otherwordly monsters. But will it be enough to stop them from rescuing Regis?
The Halfling’s Gem is the third book in the Icewind Dale Trilogy and the sixth book in the
Legend of Drizzt series.
Book One of the Saga of the First King
The Dark Elf Trilogy
The Companions
The Sundering
The Cleric Quintet

Dungeons & Dragons: Forgotten Realms - Legends of Drizzt Omnibus Volume 1 delivers
the first three graphic novel adaptations of R.A. Salvatore's beloved Dark Elf Trilogy Homeland, Exile, and Sojourn - into one tome! This story takes readers from the
moments before the birth of Drizzt to the point where he leaves his Drow heritage and
homeworld, Menzoberranzan, the City of Spiders, and ventures up into the unknown.
Drizzt Do'Urden, the prince of a royal house in the Drow city of Menzoberranzan, grows
to maturity and must eventually choose whether or not he can continue to live in his
immoral homeland where families are divided by violence and greed.
Don't miss the gripping conclusion to Salvatore's New York Times best-selling
Transitions trilogy! When the Spellplague ravages Faerûn, Drizzt and his companions are
caught in the chaos. Seeking out the help of the priest Cadderly–the hero of the recently
reissued series The Cleric Quintet–Drizzt finds himself facing his most powerful and
elusive foe, the twisted Crenshinibon, the demonic crystal shard he believed had been
destroyed years ago.
After finding the mark of Aegis-fang branded on the back of an outlaw, dark elf Drizzt
Do'Urden fears that his long-missing friend Wulfgar is in danger and sets out with Cattiebrie and Bruenor to find Wulfgar and ensure his safety. Reprint.
The Legend of Drizzt. Homeland
The Amaranth Chronicles
Passage to Dawn
Vengeance of the Iron Dwarf
Dungeons & Dragons: The Legend of Drizzt - Neverwinter Tales
New York Times and USA Today Bestseller! R. A. Salvatore returns with one of fantasy's
most beloved and enduring icons, the dark elf Drizzt Do'Urden, in an all-new trilogy full of
swordplay, danger, and imaginative thrills. Centuries ago, in the city of Menzoberranzan, the
City of Spiders, the City of Drow, nestled deep in the unmerciful Underdark of Toril, a young
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weapon master earned a reputation far above his station or that of his poor house. The
greater nobles watched him, and one matron, in particular, decided to take him as her own.
She connived with rival great houses to secure her prize, but that prize was caught for her by
another, who came to quite enjoy the weapon master. This was the beginning of the friendship
between Zaknafein and Jarlaxle, and the coupling of Matron Malice and the weapon master
who would sire Drizzt Do’Urden. R. A. Salvatore reveals the Underdark anew through the
eyes of Zaknafein and Jarlaxle—an introduction to the darkness that offers a fresh view of the
opportunities to be found in the shadows and an intriguing prelude to the intriguing escapes
that lie ahead in the modern-day Forgotten Realms. Here, a father and his son are reunited
and embark on adventures that parallel the trials of centuries long past as the friends of old
are joined by Drizzt, Hero of the North, trained by Grandmaster Kane in the ways of the
monk. But the scourge of the dangerous Lolth’s ambitions remain, and demons have been
foisted on the unwitting of the surface. The resulting chaos and war will prove to be the
greatest challenge for all three.
Revenge and Resurrection in a Frozen Wasteland! Drizzt and Catti-brie have been away from
Mithral Hall for six long years, but the pain of a lost companion still weighs heavily on their
strong shoulders. Chasing pirates aboard Captain Deudermont's Sea Sprite is enough to draw
their attention away from their grief. Then a mysterious castaway on an uncharted island
sends them back to the very source of their pain, and into the clutches of a demon with
vengeance on his mind. From the Paperback edition.
In the subterranean city of Menzoberranzan, Drizzt Do'Urden faces his ultimate challenge, as
the matron of a powerful ruling house prepares an assault on Mithril Hall and Lloth, the
Spider Queen, is unleashed on the metropolis.
The legend starts here! The Legend of Drizzt® 25th Anniversary Edition, Book I collects the
first three novels in this best-selling series: Homeland, Exile, and Sojourn in a new trade
paperback edition. A great value for anyone who’s ready to experience the Legend of Drizzt.
Drizzt Do’Urden made his first mistake the moment he was born: he was a boy. In the rigid
matriarchy of the dark elf city of Menzoberranzan, that makes his life forfeit. But when his
own mother tries but fails to kill him, Drizzt's path is set. He must find a way to escape the
treacherous Underdark, even if that means setting out alone into the no less dangerous World
Above.
Legacy of the Drow
Timeless
Homeland. Book 1
Starless Night
The Last Threshold
Bloody war rages across the Forgotten Realms world in the third book of the Companions Codex,
the latest series in R.A. Salvatore's New York Times best-selling saga of dark elf Drizzt Do'Urden.
In the evolving world of the Forgotten Realms setting, the Sundering has given way to months of
cloud-cloaked darkness, and war rages under that oppressive sky. The orcs have broken a hardfought treaty that's held, however tentatively, for a hundred years, and the time to settle old scores
has devolved into an all-out brawl for control of the ancient realms of the North.
Drizzt Do’Urden has settled in the windswept towns of Icewind Dale. There, he encounters a
young barbarian named Wulfgar, captured in a raid and made the ward of a grizzled dwarf name
Bruenor. With Drizzt’s help, Wulfgar will grow from a feral child to a man with the heart of a
dwarf, the instincts of a savage, and the soul of a hero. But it will take even more than that to
defeat the demonic power of Crenshininbon, the fabled Crystal Shard.
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“The Companions is the best novel [R.A.] Salvatore has ever written. It’s insanely courageous,
profoundly powerful, masterfully constructed, and easily Salvatore’s most ambitious work to
date.”—Paul Goat Allen, BarnesandNoble.com “After a quarter of a century, R.A. Salvatore just
keeps getting better and better, and The Companions is another masterful leap forward for one of
the greatest fantasy epics of all time.” —Philip Athans, best-selling author of Annihilation and The
Haunting of Dragon’s Cliff This latest installment in New York Times best-selling author R.A.
Salvatore's beloved fantasy saga, The Companions moves Salvatore's signature hero Drizzt into a
new era of the Forgotten Realms. As Drizzt's fate hangs in the balance, he reflects on the lives of
the trusted allies who stood by his side throughout his early life--the friends now known as the
Companions of the Hall. Meanwhile, the first stirrings of the Sundering begin.
New York Times–bestselling series: Join barbarian hero Wulfgar on another action-packed
adventure in the Legend of Drizzt saga Spending just one day in the torture chambers of the
Abyss would be enough to break even the heartiest soul. Wulfgar of Icewind Dale was there for six
miserable years. Though Wulfgar has since been freed, he is still haunted by the memories of the
pain he endured at his captor Errtu's hands. Hoping to distance himself from his past, he flees to
the faraway port city of Luskan—but in so doing, isolates himself from his friends and develops an
unhealthy penchant for booze. For Wulfgar, things get worse before they get better. Fired from
his gig at a tavern, robbed of his warhammer, and accused of murder, he goes on the run with
Morik the Rogue—beginning a dangerous, combat-filled journey toward his redemption. The Spine
of the World is the second book in the Paths of Darkness series and the twelfth installment in the
Legend of Drizzt series.
Dungeons & Dragons: The Legend of Drizzt
The Collected Stories, The Legend of Drizzt
Sea of Swords
Dungeons & Dragons: The Legend of Drizzt, Vol. 5: Streams of Silver
Deviant Rising

Adapting the endearing, fan-favorite series by R.A. Salvatore, beginning with Book 1
of the Dark Elf Trilogy, "Homeland." Travel back to strange and exotic
Menzoberranzan, the vast city of the drow and homeland to Icewind Dale hero Drizzt
Do'Urden. The young prince of a royal house, Drizzt grows to maturity in the vile
world of his dark kin. Possessing honor beyond the scope of his unprincipled society,
young Drizzt faces an inevitable dilemma. Can he live in a world that rejects
integrity?
Newly returned to the demon-infested Underdark, Drizzt Do’Urden faces his most
dangerous adventure yet Drizzt is going home, but not to Mithral Hall or to Icewind
Dale. He's going to Menzoberranzan, the very place he left as a young and outcast
drow. Something terrible—immense—unspeakable, has come to the City of Spiders,
leaving death and destruction in its wake. As the damage of the Darkening, of war,
and of a demon-ravaged Underdark sends cracks out across the North, causing
irreparable damage, Drizzt and his companions find their lives endangered once
more. When the primordial of Gauntlgrym stirs, Catti-brie and Gromph venture to the
ruins of the Host Tower of the Arcane in Luskan, seeking the only power that can
keep the beast in check. Meanwhile, Jarlaxle holds the strings for them all,
orchestrating a masterpiece of manipulation that brings old enemies together, and
tears old friends apart. But even the wily and resourceful Jarlaxle may not realize just
how narrow a path he walks. The City of Spiders might already have fallen to the
demons and their wicked prince. What's to say the demons will stop there? Maestro
is the second book in the Homecoming trilogy and the thirty-second book in the
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Legend of Drizzt series.
In The Highwayman, New York Times–bestselling author R. A. Salvatore takes his
readers back to his signature world of Corona, introducing a fascinating new hero in
the Saga of the First King series. It is God's year 54, many years before the Demon
Wars, in the land of Corona. The roads are unsafe to travel; goblins and bloodthirsty
Powries search out human prey. Two religions struggle fiercely for control. Bran
Dynard, a monk of the fledgling religion of Abelle, returns from his mission in a far-off
land with a book of mystical knowledge and a beautiful and mysterious new wife. But
he soon realizes that the world he left behind has changed, and his dream of
spreading the wisdom he learned to his fellow monks is crushed. Forced to hide his
wife and his precious book, Bran must decide whom he can trust and where he
should now place his faith. Twenty years later, the situation has grown darker and
more desperate. Only the Highwayman travels freely, his sword casting aside both
Powries and soldiers. The people need a savior, but is the Highwayman on a mission
of mercy...or vengeance? At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
New York Times–bestselling series: The saga of one of fantasy's most beloved heroes
reaches a sweeping, epic climax in this conclusion to the Homecoming trilogy
Something akin to "peace" has come to the Underdark. The demon hordes have
receded, and now the matron mothers argue over the fate of Drizzt Do'Urden. Even
so, it becomes clear to one matriarch after another that while the renegade drow
may come and go Menzoberranzan, the City of Spiders will crawl forever on. And so
Drizzt is free to return to his home on the surface once again. Scores are settled as
lives are cut short, yet other lives move on. For the lone drow there is only a single
final quest: a search for peace, for family, for home—for the future. Hero is the third
book in the Homecoming trilogy and the thirty-third book in the Legend of Drizzt
series.
The Ghost King
A Drizzt Novel
Echoes of the Fourth Magic
Transitions
Homeland, Exile, Sojourn
Travel back to strange and exotic Menzoberranzan, the vast city of the
drow and homeland to Icewind Dale hero Drizzt Do'Urden. The young
prince of a royal house, Drizzt grows to maturity in the vile world of his
dark kin. Possessing honor beyond the scope of his unprincipled society,
young Drizzt faces an inevitable dilemma. Can he live in a world that
rejects integrity?
Discover the origin story of one of the greatest heroes of the
Realms—Drizzt Do’Urden—in this thrilling first installment of the Dark Elf
Trilogy Drow ranger Drizzt Do’Urden, first introduced in The Icewind Dale
Trilogy, quickly became one of the fantasy genre’s standout characters.
With Homeland, Salvatore pulls back the curtain to reveal the startling tale
of how this hero came to be—how this one lone drow walked out of the
shadowy depths of the Underdark; how he left behind an evil society and a
family that wanted him dead. As the third son of Mother Malice and
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weaponmaster Zaknafein, Drizzt Do’Urden is meant to be sacrificed to
Lolth, the evil Spider Queen, per drow tradition. But with the unexpected
death of his older brother, young Drizzt is spared—and, as a result, further
ostracized by his family. As Drizzt grows older, developing his
swordsmanship skills and studying at the Academy, he begins to realize
that his idea of good and evil does not match up with those of his fellow
drow. Can Drizzt stay true to himself in a such an unforgiving, unprincipled
world? Homeland is the first book in the Dark Elf Trilogy and the Legend of
Drizzt series.
In Cory Doctorow's wildly successful Little Brother, young Marcus Yallow
was arbitrarily detained and brutalized by the government in the wake of a
terrorist attack on San Francisco—an experience that led him to become a
leader of the whole movement of technologically clued-in teenagers,
fighting back against the tyrannical security state. A few years later,
California's economy collapses, but Marcus's hacktivist past lands him a job
as webmaster for a crusading politician who promises reform. Soon his
former nemesis Masha emerges from the political underground to gift him
with a thumbdrive containing a Wikileaks-style cable-dump of hard
evidence of corporate and governmental perfidy. It's incendiary stuff—and
if Masha goes missing, Marcus is supposed to release it to the world. Then
Marcus sees Masha being kidnapped by the same government agents who
detained and tortured Marcus years earlier. Marcus can leak the archive
Masha gave him—but he can't admit to being the leaker, because that will
cost his employer the election. He's surrounded by friends who remember
what he did a few years ago and regard him as a hacker hero. He can't even
attend a demonstration without being dragged onstage and handed a mike.
He's not at all sure that just dumping the archive onto the Internet, before
he's gone through its millions of words, is the right thing to do. Meanwhile,
people are beginning to shadow him, people who look like they're used to
inflicting pain until they get the answers they want. Fast-moving,
passionate, and as current as next week, Homeland is every bit the equal of
Little Brother—a paean to activism, to courage, to the drive to make the
world a better place. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Adapted from the famous book by R.A. Salvatore. After many lonely,
nomadic years, Drizzt Do'urden finally settles in the remote arctic outpost
of Icewind Dale. After finding peace, Drizzt begins a journey to fulfill an
oath made to one of his friends_join him in his quest to find the legendary
land of Mithral Hall.
Road of the Patriarch
The Legend of Drizzt
Streams of Silver
The Legend of Drizzt: Homeland
Homeland
In the final book of the #4 New York Times best-selling Neverwinter Saga, Drizzt
Do’Urden navigates a winding path littered with secrets and lies. Tangled up in his
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companion Dahlia’s dark secrets, the ties that once held her close to Drizzt threaten to
tear as her bonds to his former foe, Artemis Entreri, continue to grow. Meanwhile, in the
caverns of Gauntlgrym, the drow Tiago Baenre enlists the help of Bregan D’aerthe in his
quest to destroy Drizzt. While making promises they may not keep, the agents of the
elite drow mercenary group hide plans of their own. Determined to stand for what’s right
in the Realms once again, Drizzt forges a new road north—toward Icewind Dale. Will his
new companions follow? Can he fight the darkness alone? Either way, he knows now
where he’s headed—back to the only place that’s ever felt like home. Praise for the
Neverwinter Saga: “Absolutely profound.” —Paul Goat Allen, BarnesandNoble.com
“Masterfully written, thrillingly unpredictable, and everything a Drizzt Do’Urden fan could
hope for. You’ll be hanging on the words till the very end . . . and then begging for more.”
— GamesFiends.com “Emotional, respectful of its characters, intelligently written and
structured, and finally summons a sense of nostalgic sorrow throughout”–Fantasy Book
Review on Gauntlgrym, Neverwinter Saga Book I “Full of excitement. Salvatore has
mastered the art of showing a beautiful fight scene, and he is at the top of his game in
this one. We meet many characters with many different fighting styles, and Salvatore
does a great job of distinguishing between them. He manages to take these scenes from
so much more than just a fight scene, to an integral part of the story.”—The SFF Hub on
Gauntlgrym, Neverwinter Saga Book I “A quick read with some very satisfying fight
scenes. It’s also deeply layered with emotional atmosphere” —California Literary Review
on Gauntlgrym, Neverwinter Saga Book I
Drow ranger Drizzt Do’Urden, first introduced in The Icewind Dale Trilogy, quickly
became one of the fantasy genre’s standout characters. But Homeland first reveals the
startling tale of how this one lone drow walked out of the shadowy depths of the
Underdark, leaving behind a society of evil and a family who want him dead. It is here
that the story of this amazing dark elf truly began.
DRIZZT RETURNS TO THE UNDERDARK! “After a quarter of a century, R.A. Salvatore
just keeps getting better and better, and The Companions is another masterful leap
forward for one of the greatest fantasy epics of all time.” —Philip Athans, best-selling
author of Annihilation and Writing Monsters R.A. Salvatore Archmage The pall that had
descended over the North is gone, and a new day has dawned on a victorious Mithral
Hall, but no matter how bright things seem on the surface, Drizzt and his companions
know that what lurks just under their feet remains steeped in evil and charged with
unimaginable power. The dark elves of Menzoberranzan, including the powerful
Archmage Gromph, aren’t done with Drizzt yet. And consumed by their own power
struggles, feeling backed into a corner, the drow may just be desperate enough to call
on demonic forces from the deepest reaches of the Abyss, and unleash a disaster even
the Underdark could never have prepared for. Archmage has everything Drizzt’s fans
crave: action, adventure, characters that resonate with equal measures of warrior spirit
and deep compassion, and no shortage of wicked dark elves!
Classic short stories that expand the epic Legend of Drizzt®! For years, the Legend of
Drizzt has included short stories published in Forgotten Realms® anthologies and
Dragon™ magazine. Collected here for the first time are all the classic stories—and one
all new tale—by The New York Times best-selling author R.A. Salvatore! From the
startling origin of Drizzt’s panther companion, to the tale of Jarlaxle and Entreri’s first
encounter with the dragon sisters, the tales in The Collected Stories enrich this epic
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series, and many are available here for the first time in years.
The legend of Drizzt
The Spine of the World
Dungeons & Dragons
Archmage
Dungeons & Dragons: The Legend of Drizzt, Vol. 1: Homeland
As Entreri and Jarlaxle continue their journey through the monster-infested Bloodstone
Lands, Jarlaxle's ambitions endanger them both, and Entreri confronts a difficult
choice between friendship and survival when they confront a fierce paladin king and
the ghosts of his own past. Reprint.
The Helix was created to revolutionize the way we communicate. But even the purest of
intentions can spawn terrible evil. This wasn’t what Lithia had in mind when she
decided to run away from home. Her ship was not meant to carry a fugitive wanted in
two galaxies, or the stowaways running from a war that wasn’t hers. She just wanted to
live a quiet, peaceful life alongside her brother. But now she knows too much about
The Helix, the secret hidden deep within it, and what it would mean for all humankind if
she walked away.
The most popular character from the most popular fantasy world of all time comes to
life in his first original comic book tale. Drizzt and his companion, Dahlia, hunt for
something that seems part vampire and part elite dwarven warrior, and must find out
how the evil lich Valindra Shadowmantle and her minion Korbin Dor'crae factor into the
mystery.
Discover the origin story of one of the greatest heroes of the Forgotten Realms—Drizzt
Do’Urden—in this thrilling first installment in the classic Dungeons & Dragons series,
the Dark Elf Trilogy Drow ranger Drizzt Do’Urden, first introduced in The Icewind Dale
Trilogy, quickly became one of the fantasy genre’s standout characters. With
Homeland, Salvatore pulls back the curtain to reveal the startling tale of how this hero
came to be—how this one lone drow walked out of the shadowy depths of the
Underdark; how he left behind an evil society and a family that wanted him dead. As the
third son of Mother Malice and weaponmaster Zaknafein, Drizzt Do’Urden is meant to
be sacrificed to Lolth, the evil Spider Queen, per drow tradition. But with the
unexpected death of his older brother, young Drizzt is spared—and, as a result, further
ostracized by his family. As Drizzt grows older, developing his swordsmanship skills
and studying at the Academy, he begins to realize that his idea of good and evil does
not match up with those of his fellow drow. Can Drizzt stay true to himself in a such an
unforgiving, unprincipled world? Homeland is the first book in the Dark Elf Trilogy and
the Legend of Drizzt series.
Neverwinter Saga
The Halfling's Gem
The Highwayman
Hero
Forgotten Realms

Enter the Forest of Shadows... In Sylvan Shadows follows
Cadderly the scholar-priest, as he leaves his home to combat the
evil unleashed by the Chaos Curse. To counter Castle Trinity's
plans for conquest, the cleric and his friends enter the
beautiful forest of Shilmista. But among the trees and glades of
the forest, Cadderly must battle a monstrous evil. From the
Paperback edition.
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Adapting the famous series by R.A. Salvatore, beginning with
Book 1 of the Dark Elf Trilogy, Homeland. Travel back to strange
and exotic Menzoberranzan, the vast city of the Drow and
homeland to Icewind Dale hero Drizzt Do'Urden. The young prince
of a royal house, Drizzt grows to maturity in the vile world of
his dark kin. Possessing honor beyond the scope of his
unprincipled society, young Drizzt faces an inevitable dilemma.
Can he live in a world that rejects integrity?
Maestro
Sojourn
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